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installation and
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Shortwave The new
Shortwave product is

now available!
Standard Supplies
offers a wide range

of supplies for
professional

broadcasters,
including shortwave

transmitters,
receivers, and other
accessories designed
for use in live, studio

or mobile
applications.

Standard Supplies
has been supplying
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professional
broadcasters with

professional
broadcasting

equipment since our
inception in 1978.
We have been a
mainstay in radio

broadcasting in Asia
for over 30 years.
We offer a strong

inventory of
broadcasting
products for
commercial,

educational and
government
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broadcast
applications.Q:

Difference between
'this' and 'this.proxy'

in Typescript
interface for abstract

class So I need to
implement a method
in an abstract class
without the need to
know what type of

instance the method
is being called from.
For instance I have
this code abstract

class Test { abstract
proxyFunction(): any;
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public abstract
method(): string; }
and then for this
class TestMethod

extends Test { public
method(): string {
console.log("I am

method, a method...
think."); } } I could
probably do this as
follows: class Test {

public method():
string {

console.log("I am
method, a method...
think."); } } interface

Test {
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proxyFunction(): any;
} I am trying to
understand the

difference between
this and using
this.proxy or
c6a93da74d
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